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www.tabariartspace.com

@tabari_artspace TABARI ARTSPACE 
Kevork Mourad

Pushing the boundaries of his practice Mourad forms new bonds between once 

disparate disciplines employing a technique of live drawing and animation in 

concert with musicians – developing a collaboration in which art and music 

harmonise with one another. His unique practice is developed through the

employment of monotypes and calligraphic gestures that come together to form cut-outs and

three-dimensional works. Mourad conceived this new way of

creat-ing in an attempt to create a whole world, an invented historic exploration, to trigger

memory and indulge in re-discovering auniverse that never existed to begin with.



GALLERIES

www.theemptyquarter.com

@theemptyquarter_dubai THE EMPTY QUARTER LTD.  
Björn Persson
'The Real Owners of The Planet' Exhibition

The Gallery will be showcasing 25 images of the wild animals by an internationally

renowned artist, Björn Persson. A view of a magnificent and beautiful animal world that

lies in a dividing line between survival and its opposite in their natural environments

where they lived for generations.



GALLERIES

SOTHEBY'S 
Sotheby's WATCHES

Sotheby’s Dubai will be exhibiting Watches from their upcoming Dubai Auction, which will

take place in their DIFC Gallery on Sunday 24th November 2019

www.sothebys.com/dubai

@sothebys
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www.operagallery.com

@operagallery OPERA GALLERY
Group show

A curated selection of modern masters and contemporary artists
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www.christies.com

@christiesdubai CHRISTIE'S
Auction & Private Sale Highlights

A curated selection of modern masters and contemporary artists



GALLERIES

ALIEL X FANN A PORTER 
Lindi Badenhorst
Art meets jewellery at DIFC Art Nights

Aliel, a fine jewellery brand which reflects the beauty of the natural unparalleled 

creations composed of elegant jewels and precious stones; collaboration with 

Fann A’ Porter Gallery, welcome Lindi Badenhorst reflects the sophistication 

& beauty of Aliel. A unique presentation and Jewellery together

www.aliel.com

@alieljewellers   



GALLERIES

http://www.andakulova.com

@andakulovagallery ANDAKULOVA GALLERY
Expression of A Soul. Nikolay Shin

Nikolay Shin’s artworks carry the themes of history, culture and his own experience. His

paintings demonstrate the influence of Eastern ideography, a genetically inherited respect for

artistic harmony, the calmness of Buddhism and a sense of belonging to the "Mediterranean"

school of art. These features leap out of the artworks, marking the definite stamp of the artist 
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http://lulucreative.tilda.ws 

 @anastasiyalu ANASTASIYA LUGOVSKA

La Vie 

"Exhibition La Vie represents a perception on how I view and feel the world around me. With 

my art I am trying to urge people to seize the beauty in the present moment and believe 

in their dreams. One of the artworks is an oil painting of the wings that represent a flight. 

This flight portrays life paths of individuals constantly searching for themselves throughout 

their life journey. We are always looking for answers, exploring and trying to find ourselves. 

We come to Dubai to make our dreams come true fallowing our hearts and this painting 

is a reminder that it is important to keep believing in yourself and follow your path. 
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www.artezaar.com

@artezaar ARTEZAAR

Voices

When humans are in harmony with themselves, with nature, with people, with cultures 

- boundaries and labels disappear. Their Voice stands out, and their words transcends 

name, form or identification. Even love. Voices allow to unify and integrate with no 

judgements and prejudices. Presenting "Voices" - the inner expressions of artists, 

coming together for a moment in time, to create a universal symphony of colors.
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www.artistique-dubai.co

@artistique_dubai ARTISTIQUE 

Furniture Art using Annie Sloan Chalk Paint 

Name of artists: Ramsha Fatima,Michael Whittle,Sabah Bardhan

Furniture Art using Annie Sloan Chalk Paint



ARTISTS

www.graciabalfour.com

@graciabalfour GRÁCIA BALFOUR

Arabian  Heritage

Paintings highlighting Arabian lifestyle

and customs displaying simplicity  and beauty.
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@batoulabsi BATOUL YAGHI ABSI

Mindscapes

Batoul Yaghi Absi (BYA) is a Lebanese contemporary artist born in the UAE. 

Throughout her life, Batoul was exposed to varying cultures and art styles 

while living in Lebanon, London, Miami and currently Dubai. Batoul yaghi Absi 

exhibits a boldness and a signature style recognizable in any setting.

Her passion for art and ability to create pieces that many have described as “hard to 

get out of”, has given this artist a successful career and a distinct personal style.

“ I hope to always create pieces that invite the viewer in. To enchant a 

person with a painting is a powerful moment where magic overpowers logic. 

This is the moment I create for, this is the moment where I believe”. 



ARTISTS

@emergingscene EMERGING SCENE
Rebia Naim is Art Curator and Founder of Emerging Scene, a platform which 

creates concept events in partnership with art galleries, cultural institutions, 

public and private spaces to promote the work of emerging visual artists in 

the most innovative formats. Rebia runs also the art editorial for Elevision 

Media, the UAE’s largest digital media platform, bringing art daily to over 

half a million viewers through urban screens across Dubai and Abu Dhabi.
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@alapide_creator 

@all.defs NATHANIEL ALAPIDE 
AND MARK BARRETTO
Bricks

Stacks of bricks will be used as a 3 dimensional canvas for street art. 
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www.idrissb.com

@ theartcollectionbyidrissb IDRISS B

The Art Collection

"The style itself is a mix between origami and polygon cut 
effect. I made those to represent first of all a feeling that can 
touch anyone. Calm, Strenght, Speed, they all talk to one or 
to the other. For me Art is about a feeling, an emotion. 
And emotion doesn't mean that you have to love it, but you will definately 
live it. It is something in our deep inside that turns on our heart. 
In french we say ""Tous les goûts sont dans la nature"" which 
means that everybody likes something different, everybody 
got his own taste and opinion. For me those pieces are here to 
create an emotion and show that no matter old, young, tall or 
small, we can have feel the same emotion in front of art."
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https://d-strydom.com/

@jetheadedgypsy JET HEADED GYPSY

Instaworthy

A series of work inspired by some of the artist's favourite photographs on instagram



ARTISTS

HADEEL AL ALAMI

SAND AND ABSTRACT ARTS
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www.giancarlomanneschi.com

@fineart1727 HEIDI SKJEGGESTAD
GIANCARLO MANNESCHI 

Black & White Plants by the Italian painter Giancarlo Manneschi 
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www.maisondesfleurs.com  

@maisondesfleursofficial MAISON DES FLEURS

Giant Maison Des Fleurs Flower Box 
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MELDA AKIN

Independent Woman

The bronze statue represents an independent woman went through a tough time to reach her 

dreams and made the impossible possible. During her journey, she became more connected 

to the earth by having deeper roots. The storms changed the shape of her body and she 

became stronger with every storm.



ARTISTS

RODICA BENINTENDI

Re-conectare 

The metamorphosis of the transformation, their liberty and might exposed in 

the most obvious way. The chromatic sets a tone on the universal message 

and the empathy is the first feeling that is assimilated by the watchers.

rodicabenintendi.com



ARTISTS

SAEEDEH KESHVARI

Poetry and Art  

My art is based on middle easten literature and poety, I create art to share my 

experience of understaing philosopher's words. My art is more than showing 

a beautiful picture, they could touch hearts, could be life changing.

@saeedeh.keshvari
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www.lesonneurfr.wordpress.com

@LeSonneur SHRADHA NICHANI

For My Love    

Le Sonneur is an anonymous Parisian artist shaking the art scene with his intimate 

urban installations. Between poetry and irony, romanticism and blackness, he 

questions our relationships with others. He plays on the doorsteps of the limits 

between the city and the intimate, between each and everyone. His works tell us 

about alienation and freedom, anonymity and solitude, hope and intimacy.
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@dubai_onlineart

artiez.me SOUFIYA ENNASRI

Golden Rain / Saunton / Argentina   

Using mixture of 3 x stainless steel and wooden easels with individual light on 

each to showcase picture. Easels will be spread approx 50cm apart
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www.scorbiac.com

@Scorbiac_Sculptures TAREK SHAFAGOJ

Women of East

“Women of the East” is about women empowerment, a mixture of the 

fierceness and grace of our mothers, sisters and daughters.
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THE MAJILIS GALLERY

4 sculptors different approaches to

sculpting in bronze

LLOYD LE BLANC

Work is characterised by a fluid and versatile mastery of his materials. Not only that, but 

he is the complete sculptor in that he can handle every phase of his work from the clay 

or plaster of the modelling through all the many stages to the finished bronze sculpture. 

Nowadays, this is rare indeed. In recent years his work has been mostly concerned with 

animals, and in particular, birds. Here again his mastery of materials comes into the picture. 

His knowledge of the technicalities of metal has enabled him to create sculptures which 

exploit the precarious to the limit, resulting in intriguing and exciting structures. It could 

be argued that  Lloyd Le Blanc's sculptures of birds have optical elements in them.
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THE MAJILIS GALLERY

4 sculptors different approaches to

sculpting in bronze

MUSTAFA ALI
Mustafa Ali is one of the Middle East’s finest sculptures, a statement which 

is justified by the fact that his work can now be found in many private and 

public collections throughout The Middle East, Europe and the Americas. 

Indeed, his appreciative audience devotedly follow the progress of his work as 

his exhibitions take him from Syria, the place of his birth, to Jordan, Geneva, 

Lebanon, Washington, Paris, Milan and of course, Dubai. Mustafa cites his 

upbringing in Lattakia, Syria as the primary influence in his work. Indeed, his 

figurative sculptures, mostly of people and animals, often depict Mesopotanian 

mythology. It is also possible to sense something of the Italian in his sculptures, 

probably due to the fact that Lattakia was located on the Roman trade route, 

leaving an indelible cultural mark on the lives of its inhabitants including the 

young Mustafa Ali. The result is that Mustafa’s work is at once stunningly graceful, 

wonderfully simple and incredibly evocative – many capture the natural beauty 

of the human form, while others playfully depict subjects in the most unlikely 

poses. Mustafa works mainly in wood and in bronze often combining the two 

materials in stunning one off pieces. We met Mustafa through one of Syria’s 

most renown artists the late Abdul Latif Al Smoudi. They often held joint shows 

with us and days spent in their company were full of creative conversation.
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THE MAJILIS GALLERY

4 sculptors different approaches to

sculpting in bronze

KAREL ZILJSTRA
Karels work reminds one that life has more depth than the here and now and 

the spirit of past lives still fills the air we breath. When we asked him for a little 

more about his life as a sculpture he sent us this rather amusing summary. “Such 

philosophical questions are too much for me. I never found an answer as to who I am 

or why I sculpt, the latest is because I never learned a decent profession. I suppose 

I quit university and started painting and sculpting. Suddenly I had a wife and a 

family, a car, a mortgage and exhibitions scheduled six years in advance. 25 years 

later I still do not know what I am doing. Just to embody those things I am occupied 

with for that moment I suppose.” Other human beings have always been on this 

world; this fact has intrigued Karel Zijlstra since his childhood. Over thousands of 

years men and women developed from bestial creatures to spiritual human beings. 

Lack of scientific knowledge made them believe in gods and miracles; life was 

explained and made bearable by story telling. People joined secret associations, 

searching for the truth behind the harsh reality, preached by king and clergy. Human 

evolution is the leading motive in Zijlstra’s work. He was inspired by the Celts, who 

came from Eastern Europe through Holland, Scandinavia and England to Ireland.
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THE MAJILIS GALLERY

4 sculptors different approaches to

sculpting in bronze

JAMAL ABDUL RAHIM
He began life as a feisty individual in a Muharraqi environment in Bahrain. Strongly 

attached to the sea he spent most of his childhood enjoying its beauty and 

challenges. Towards the end of 1979 he decided to go to India where he took a 

course in drafting. He stayed in India for four years before returning to Bahrain 

with a diploma in engineering drawing. At the time Jamal saw free hand drawing 

simply as a hobby. He participated in his first joint exhibition at Al Hala club 

in Al Muharraq in 1987. During the exhibition he was introduced to the eminent 

Bahraini artist Ibrahim Busaad who encouraged him to take up art seriously.

It would be a mistake to describe Jamal’s deep passion with sculpturing as 

experimental. He is an artist who exerts serious effort and understanding when 

sculpting. According to him, “stone is already beautiful and by sculpting it I am 

inspired to withdraw the forms hidden within its the natural beauty . While the 

bronze technique allows me to freely accomplish any ideas in my mind and make 

all the desired refinements to the mould till I reach exactly what I want. It is another 

kind of effort but believe me, it is worth it.” Jamal’s entire portfolio is based on 

taking artistic rules to their limits. He has the ability to form a language which, 

while not following any particular technique or school, goes directly to the heart. 

Through the eyes and hands of this unique artist we too delve into the challenge.
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www.zutistique.com  

@zutistique ZUTISTIQUE -
LAURA KATA OLAH

IS IT A RORSCHACH?

Reinterpretation of the Rorschach psychological ink test.

Ambiguous random design made with the serendipity theor
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S TA I R C A S E  G A L L E R Y

@kdlig_illustrations KRISTY LIGONES

Slumber Getaway

In a busy world and society, sleep and dream are considered luxury these days, it's not always 

the fancy vacation that answers our way to escape from reality. On this mural, dreaming 

is like going back to being a child again, just being playful and free from all the worries.



S TA I R C A S E  G A L L E R Y

@ichraq.bouzidi ICHRAQ BOUZIDI

Connected Perceptions

It is about questioning the way we perceive the same things, objects, 

spaces, differently. With a minimal yet surreal approach, It speaks of 

the implicit connection linking our different perceptions.



S TA I R C A S E  G A L L E R Y

@maddybutcher MADDY BUTCHER

This is “Everyman”

An abstract portrait that fuses the faces of multiple personalities and characters into 

one face - with an expression of discerning concentration. To be active physically,

you have to be focused mentally - and that starts with intention and mindset. 



S TA I R C A S E  G A L L E R Y

@formandzen PAUL BRUWER

This is “Everyman”

In Norse mythology, Meili (meaning mile-stepper) is considered to be the god of travel. Son 

of Odin and brother of Thor, Meili was also referred to as "the lovely one. With this artwork, 

there is also a clear link to the UAE through the use of colour along with the black basework.



S TA I R C A S E  G A L L E R Y

@myneandyours MYNEANDYOURS

This is “Everyman”

Can you feel yourself inside your head? 

When you look out do you know where it is you are looking from? 

Are you inside yourself or are you formed

of everything around you? 

We are more than skin and bones.

This is only the surface.



S TA I R C A S E  G A L L E R Y

@melancholyarmy MELANCHOLY

Captive Beauty

Designed to have a feel of a beauty ad, defaced by graffiti, the artist depicts the female 

character as a beautiful young women who although is smiling, seems to emanate an 

underlying sadness . Could it be the pressure to be ‘enough’ and the struggle to meet the 

standards of beauty? Or could it be the hollowess of attaining something superficial?



S TA I R C A S E  G A L L E R Y

@mad_fwc MAD.FWC

"MAD HAPPY"

The artwork is a play on my original character and its titled "MAD HAPPY", 

its a mix of two opposite words but used as one, to portray a positive feeling 

& view on life. the word Mad is use as a slang term for excessive feeling. 

where the  bright colour of orange shows emotion of happiness.



S TA I R C A S E  G A L L E R Y

@tarsilaschubert TARSCILA

Your own Nature
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S C U L P T U R E  WA L K

GIOVANNI BALDER

«Pensieriindialogo»

White Carrara marble

Opera: cm 66x 62x 223h

Base: cm 80 x 80x 40 h



S C U L P T U R E  WA L K

SAURO CAVALLINI

«Ballerina»

Bronze

Opera: cm 140 x 337 h

Base: cm 120 x 120 x 50 h



S C U L P T U R E  WA L K

UGO RIVA

«Grande Spirito»

Aluminium

Opera: cm 160 h

Base: cm 190 h



S C U L P T U R E  WA L K

GIOELA SUARDI

«Marine forest»

L’opera si compone di 7

colonne di 35 cm di diametro x 200 cm

Ceramic Opera: m 200 h



S C U L P T U R E  WA L K

ANTONIO SIGNORINI

UAE DNA

Metal Alloy gold finish

5m height



S C U L P T U R E  WA L K

MATT MARGA

8 meter height



S C U L P T U R E  WA L K

AIDYN ZEINALOV

«Arazzo»

Bronze

Opera: cm 80 x 120 h

CavalleYo:cm 100 x250h



S C U L P T U R E  WA L K

ANDREA RAVO

Mural artist



S C U L P T U R E  WA L K

DOMINICI BENHURA

Peacock, 2019

Bronze

Height - 245cm 

Width - 130cm

Depth - 47cm

Joy, 2019

Springstone

Height - 305cm 

Width - 80cm

Depth - 45cm

Apple of My 
Eye, 2018
Springstone

Height - 305cm 

Width - 80cm

Depth - 45cm



S C U L P T U R E  WA L K

AIDYN ZEINALOV

«Arazzo»

Bronze

Opera: cm 80 x 120 h

CavalleYo:cm 100 x250h



CAREEM PROMO
Promo code: DIFC 

Discount: Book a Careem using the code 'DIFC' to avail 20% 

discount on two trips, capped at 40 AED per ride.

www.careem.com

@careemuae


